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THEOREM. Let G be a graph on n vertices and an euen number of edges. Then the 
zero-sum (mod 2) Ramsey numbers are given by 
{i +2 R(G, ~2)  =  1 
+t  
i fG=Kn,  n =0,1(mod4) 
if all the degrees in G are odd 
otherwise. 
0 (mod 2) 
This settles everal problems raised mainly by Noga Alon, Arie Bialostocki, and 
Yehuda Roditty. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let m _> k > 2 be integers such that ktm,  and let G be a graph on 
e(G)  = m edges and [G[ = n vertices. 
A Ek-COloring of the edges of G is a mapping f :  E(G)  ~ 2k ,  where Zk 
is the additive group modulo k. 
Let f be a Z k coloring of G; then we say that G is a zero-sum (mod k) 
if ~e~e(G) f (e )  = 0 (in Zk). 
The zero-sum Ramsey number R(G,  Y-k) is the smallest integer t such 
that in every Zk-COloring of  K, there exists a zero-sum copy of G. 
The zero-sum Ramsey numbers were first in t roducedby Bialostocki and 
Dierker [4-7] in a rather restrictive form and later were generalized to the 
above definition (see, e.g., [8-12]). There is a growing literature on the 
subject, as can be traced from the references. Our  main result in this 
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paper is a complete characterization of the zero-sum Ramsey numbers 
R(G, Z2). 
It has been known for a while that R(Kn, 7/2) = n + 2 for n - 0, 1 (mod 
4) (see, e.g., [10]). In 1989 Bialostocki raised the problem of computing 
R(G, Z2), where G is a bipartite graph or, more specifically, a tree. He 
also put forward the conjectures that R(G,7/2) _< IGL + 2 always holds 
and that for a tree T, R(T, 7/2) = I TI. 
Roditty raised the problem of computing R(Wn, Z2), where Wn is the 
wheel on n vertices. The two conjectures of Bialostocki were solved on the 
affirmative in [1] and in fact much more was shown in this paper, to which 
we return later. 
Computing R(Wn, 7/2) is easy for the case n -- 1 (mod 2), but the case 
n = 0 (mod 2) remains open. 
Alon, motivated by [1], raised some questions concerning the complexity 
of computing R(G, 7/2) and anticipated that this can be done in O(e(G)) 
time. Several conjectures concerning R(G, Z 2) are presented in [14], of 
which the following due to Alon is the most challenging: 
Conjecture. Let G be a graph on n vertices and an even number of 
edges. 
(i) If n - 3 (rood 4) then R(G, 7/2) = n. 
(ii) If n --- 2 (mod 4) then R(G, 7/2) < n + 1. 
Our main result contains all these particular cases and solves in the 
affirmative all the above mentioned problems and conjectures. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be a graph on n vertices and an even number of 
edges. Then 
{i +2 R(G, Z2) = + 1 
+I  
if G = K,,, n - 0, 1 (mod 4) 
if all the degrees in G are odd 
otherwise. 
- 0 (mod 2) 
Here is the notation we employ in this paper. 
If G is a graph and X c V(G), 6G(X) denotes the set of edges with one 
end in X and the other end in V(G) - X. If K is a graph, G G K denotes 
that G is a subgraph of K, and G' _ K is a G-copy if G' is isomorphic 
to G. 
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PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM 0. (Constructions of the lower bounds). 
(1) Take a K n. Color all edges incident with the vertex x,  with color 1, 
and all other edges with color O. This coloring shows that R(G, Z 2) _> 
n + 1 if all the degrees in G are odd (including the case G = Kp U Kq, 
+q=n,  (2)+(q)_ _ ~-0(mod2) ,  andp =q=0(mod2) ) .  P 
(2) Take a K,.  Color all the edges incident with either x~ or x~_ 1 
with color 1, and all other edges with color 0. This coloring shows that 
R(G,Z  2) > n +1 if G = Kp U Kq, p + q =n,  (2 )+(q] , _ , -0  (rood 2), 
and p ~ q (rood 2). 
(3) Take a K,.  Color all the edges incident with either xn, x n _ 1, or xn_ 2 
with color 1 and all other edges with color O. This coloring shows that 
R(G, 77 2) > n +1 if G = Kp U Kq, p + q =n,  (2)+(~),_j -0  (mod 2), 
and p = q = 1(rood2).  
(4) Take a K~ + 1. Color all the edges of a cycle C~ +i with color 1 and 
all other edges with color O. This coloring shows that R(Kn, 7/2) _> n + 2 for 
n =0( rood4) .  
(5) Take a K,+ 1. Color all the edges of a spanning wheel (W,,+I) with 
color 1, and all other edges with color O. This coloring shows that R(K  n, 7/2) 
> n + 2 for n -- l (mod4) .  | 
We now prove the upper bounds of the main theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let K be a complete graph, and let G, H c_ K with 
V(G) = V(H)  = V(K).  Suppose that IE(G') • E(H')] is odd for every 
G-copy G' and H-copy H' in K. Then there exists X c_ V(G) such that one 
of E(G), E (H)  equals one of 8K(X), E (K)  - 8K(X). 
Proof. For v ~ V(G), let N(v) denote the set of neighbours of v in G, 
and for distinct u, v ~ V(G) let 'M(u, v) be the set of vertices in V(G) - 
{u, v} adjacent o exactly one of u, v. 
If M(u,  v) = ® or M(u,  v) = V(G)  - {u, v} for all distinct v, 
(1) v ~ V(G)  then the result is true. 
For it follows that G has no induced subgraph with four vertices which 
is a 3-edge path; for if the vertices a, b, c, d form such a path (in order) 
then M(a, c) 4= ® since d ~ M(a, c), and M(a, c) 4= V(G) - {a, c} since 
b ~ M(a, c). It is well known that any graph (with two or more vertices, 
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which we can assume) with no such induced subgraph either is discon- 
nected or has disconnected complement. First, suppose that G is discon- 
nected. Let X be the vertex set of a component of G with two or more 
vertices (this exists since E(G) 4= @), and let u ~ X and v ~ V(G) - X. 
Then M(u, v)~ @ (since u has a neighbour in X)  and so M(u, v)= 
V(G) - {u, v}; and therefore u is adjacent o every vertex in X - {u}, and 
v is adjacent to every other vertex. Consequently G has exactly two 
components, and they are both compete; and so E(G)  = E(K)  - 6K(X), 
as required. Now suppose that, instead, the complement of G is discon- 
nected; that is, there exists X c_ V(G) with @-¢ X 4= V(G) such that 
3K(X) _ E(G). Suppose that u, v ~ X are adjacent in G, and let w 
V(G) - X. Then M(u, w) 4= V(G) - {u, w} since u ~ M(u, w), and so 
M(u, w) = 0.  Hence every vertex in (V(G) - X )  - {w} is adjacent o w, 
and so the restriction of G to V(G) - X is complete, since this holds for 
all w ~ V(G) - X. If IV(G) - XI > 2 then V(G) - X contains two adja- 
cent vertices, and by exchanging X and V(G) -  X it follows that the 
restriction of G to X is complete and hence G = K; but then the theorem 
holds, since E(G)= E(K) -  8(@). We may therefore assume that 
V(G) - X = {w}. If there exists x ~ X adjacent o at least one vertex in 
X -{x}  but not to all vertices in X -{x}  but not to all vertices in 
X - {x}, then M(w, x) -¢ ~ and M(w, x) 4= V(G) - {w, x}, a contradic- 
tion. Thus there is no such x, and so the restriction of G to X is 
complete. But then G = K and the theorem is true. We may therefore 
assume that no two vertices in X are adjacent in G, and similarly for 
V(G) - X; but then E(G)  = 6K(X), as required. This proves (1). 
In view of (1), we may assume that u, v ~ V(G) are distinct, and 
M(u, v) v~ @, and M(u, v) 4= V(G) - {u, ~}. Let ~- be the permutation of 
V(G) exchanging u and v, and fixing all other vertices. Then ~-(G) is a 
G-copy, and so E(G)  and E(~'(G)) both have odd intersection with E(H ' )  
for every H-copy H' .  Consequently 
I(e(G)aE(~(G))) n E(H')I 
is even for every H '  (zl denotes mod 2 sum). But E(G)AE(Tr(G')) = F 
(say) is the set of edges of K with one end in {u,u} and the other in 
M(u, v). Choose x ~ M(u, v) and y ~ V(G) - (M(u, v) U {u, v}), and let 
7r' be the permutation of V(G) exchanging x and y and fixing all other 
vertices. Since ]F n E(H') I  is even for all H-copies H' ,  it follows that 
I~-'(F) c~ E(H ' ) I  is also even for all H ' ,  and so 
I( FArr'( F)) C~ E(H')I 
is even. But FATr'(F) is the cycle of K formed by the four edges 
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ux, vx, uy, vy. Consequently [E(H)  N E(C)[ is even for every 4-edge cycle 
C of K, by the symmetry. Since the cycles of length 4 generate all even 
cycles of K by mod 2 sums, it follows that [E(H)  N E(C)] is even for 
every even cycle C of K, and so there exists X c_ V(H)  such that 
E(H)  = 6x(X)  or E(H)  = E(K)  - 6K(X), as required. | 
We deduce 
THEOREM 2. Let K, G, H be as in Theorem 1. Then either [E(G)[ is odd 
or G = K, or G is the disjoint union of two complete graphs, or every vertex 
in G has odd degree. The analogous tatement holds for H. 
Proof. Let X c V(K)  be as in Theorem 1. By exchanging G and H, 
we may assume that E(H)  = 8x(X)  or E(H)  = E(K)  - 6K(X). If X = Q 
or X = V(G) then H = K (since E(H)  -# ~ because IE(G) n E(H)J  is 
odd) and so tE(G)I is odd since IE(G) N E(H)[  is odd; and then both 
statements of the theorem hold. We may assume therefore that X v~ Z~, 
V(G). Let Y = V(G) -X .  
For all x ~ X and y ~ Y, either x, y both have odd degree in G 
(1) or they both have even degree in G. 
For let ~- be the permutation of V(K)  exchanging x and y. Then 
E(G)  N E(~-(H))I is odd, and so 
IE(o) n 
IS even. But F = E(H)AE(Tr (H) )  is the set of edges in K with one end in 
{x, y} and the other in V(K) -  {x, y}, because either H = 6K(X) or 
H = E(K)  - 6I((X). Since IE(G) n F] is even, the claim (1) follows. 
From (1) and since X, Y # 0,  it follows that either all vertices have 
even degree in G, or they all have odd degree in G. Suppose that they all 
have even degree in G. Then [E(G) n 6K(X)I is even, but IE(G) N E(H) I  
is odd, and so E(H)  v~ 6K(X); and hence E(H)  = E(K)  - 8I((X). The 
second statement of the theorem therefore holds in this case. Moreover, 
JE(G) n E(H)[  is odd, and [E (G)A  8K(X)[ is even, and so tE(G)[ is 
odd; and consequently the first statement of the theorem holds. We may 
assume therefore that every vertex has odd degree in G, and so the first 
statement of the theorem holds. In particular, [V(K)[ is even. If E(H)  -- 
E (K) -  6x(X)  the second statement holds, and so we assume that 
E(H)  = 8x(X) .  Since [E(G) n E(H)[  is odd and every vertex has odd 
degree in G, it follows that [X[ is odd, and hence so is IV(G) - X[; and 
consequently every vertex has odd degree in H. Hence again the second 
statement holds. | 
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We are now ready to complete the proof of the main theorem. 
Proof of the Main Theorem. For proving in each case that R(G, Z 2) is 
at least what is given is already proved in Theorem 0. To prove the upper 
bound, we must show that, if K is complete and G _c K with V(G) = V(K), 
and T c E(G) has odd intersection with every G-copy in K, and ]E(G)] is 
even, then 
(i) G has at most one vertex of degree 0; 
(ii) if G has a vertex u of degree 0 then G \ v is complete; 
(iii) if G has no vertex of degree 0 then either G is complete or is the 
disjoint union of two complete graphs, or every vertex of G has odd 
degree. 
(To convert the main theorem of the paper to this form, add isolated 
vertices to G so that V(G) = V(K); and let T be the set of edges e of K 
with f (e)= 1.) Let H be the subgraph of K with E(H)= T and 
V(H) = V(K); then the hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold, and the result 
follows from Theorem 2. | 
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